
 + VisionLink®, our award-winning fl eet management software, gathers data 

generated by your assets and serves it up to you in easy-to-digest bites

 + Review the data, get the full picture of your fl eet, including location, health 

and productivity insights and make more informed decisions about your jobsite

 + Up-to-the-minute, accurate information helps you make more informed decisions, 

based on your subscription level

DIG DEEP INTO 
JOBSITE PERFORMANCE 

NEXT GENERATION 
ASSET MONITORING 
& FLEET MANAGEMENT

VISIONLINK®



NOW WITH VISIONLINK
 + Generate customizable dashboards with dynamic reporting capabilities
 + Get actionable information to make key decisions to help you improve your bottom line
 + Navigate easily through the intuitive and mobile-ready interface
 + Available in several languages

+  WHERE ARE MY MACHINES?

+  WHEN ARE THEY RUNNING?

+  HOW CAN I HELP MY OPERATORS?

+  HOW CAN I BE MORE PRODUCTIVE?

YOU’VE GOT QUESTIONS

INCREASE PRODUCTION
 +  Improve utilization by knowing if, when,

where and how every asset is being used

 + Bid and schedule projects more accurately

 + Manage your entire jobsite via one interface

CONTROL COSTS
 + Monitor and reduce idle time and fuel burn

 + Eliminate assets that aren’t earning their keep

 + Manage service to avoid downtime

IMPROVE OPERATOR PERFORMANCE
 + Improve operator performance to identify 

training opportunities

 + Compare individuals’ productivity and idle 

time numbers to motivate improvement

RUN A SAFE OPERATION
 + Know when unsafe actions occur, even 

when you’re not there

 + Act quickly to prevent accidents and 

identify training opportunities

VISIONLINK HAS ANSWERS



TURN CHALLENGES INTO OPPORTUNITIES WITH VISIONLINK
Get to know more about VisionLink’s three task-focused applications:

 + Unifi ed Fleet: Manage fl eet location and ensure assets are fueled and operating

 + Unifi ed Service: Manage equipment health, plan downtime for maintenance 

and ensure inspections are documented

 + Unifi ed Productivity: Ensure machines are being operated at optimum effi  ciency. 

Measure and track payloads and volume

MAINTENANCE 
MANAGEMENT

+  Equipment health

+ Fault codes

+ Fluid analysis

+ Inspections documentation

+ Maintenance functions

FLEET 
MANAGEMENT

+ Location

+ Hours 

+ Idle time

+ Fuel utilization

+ Asset status and operation

PRODUCTIVITY
MANAGEMENT

+ Utilization 

+  Payload and volume

+ Cycle monitoring

+ Project productivity

+ Consolidated view
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Cat® Basic subscriptions provide basic asset management features including hour and location monitoring as 
well as geographic fencing and maintenance management. Recommended for assets that only report hours, 
where data updates and related features are needed more frequently than daily.

CAT® Basic
Location, Hours, and Maintenance

Cat® Essentials provides asset tracking, health, utilization and productivity features with frequent data 
updates. Get insight into the utilization and condition of your equipment as well as timely notifi cation of issues 
as they occur including events, diagnostics, fl uid analysis results and more. Recommended for assets that 
provide robust data through Cat Data link or public SAE J1939 protocols, where data updates and related 
features are needed more frequently than daily.

CAT® Essentials
Location, Hours, Maintenance & Health

$149.00 $149.00 $299.00

$199.00 $499.00

CAT® Essentials with Monitoring
Location, Hours, Maintenance & Health $299.00 $599.00

PL240
PL240B
(Cell)

PL542
PL641

PLE641
(Cell)

PL321
PL631

PLE631
(Sat)

CAT® Technology
Pricing

The VisionLink suite of applications is designed to help construction/heavy equipment fl eet owners get better 
results and improve their bottom line.

If you want to measure and improve your construction fl eet’s hours, utilization, fuel burn, idling, health, 
maintenance and productivity; contact us today, and let us show you how VisionLink can help your company 
get better.

GET BETTER RESULTS.
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